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WORD GROUPS LIMITED TO A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF WORDS

DAYS OF THE WEEK
DON and MAY got married on MONDAY
I looked SEEDY as DAWN broke on WEDNESDAY
my DIARY entry ‘F’ refers to FRIDAY
SANDY did a ‘U’ turn on SUNDAY

my SEA DUTY started on TUESDAY
the YARD was always SHUT on a THURSDAY
Is SARA on DUTY on a SATURDAY?

MONTHS OF THE YEAR
did JAY RUN A mile in JANUARY?
a CHARM offensive is on the MARCH
MY goodness, what A bloom of flowers in MAY
JU (Judy again) met LY (Lionel) in JULY
my PET liked the dying EMBERS in cold SEPTEMBER
he must MOVE the BREN gun in NOVEMBER

he wants to BURY his FEAR of dying in FEBRUARY
AL let RIP in APRIL
JU (short for Judy) visited the N.E. in JUNE
the U.S.A. TUG boat was called ‘AUGUST’
she had a ROBE over her COT in OCTOBER
she left a CRÈME bun on her BED for Santa on the 24th DECEMBER

THE PLANETS
MY dreams RECUR - always about MERCURY
HER pill AT bedtime tasted like the EARTH
i RIP a piece of JUTE which looks like JUPITER!
the U.S. RUN A course about URANUS

i’VE been sitting out in the SUN looking at VENUS!
SAM always stressed the R in MARS
he Turns in A circle mimicking the rings of SATURN
a NUN showed PETE the planet NEPTUNE
WORD GROUPS NOT LIMITED TO A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF WORDS

COLOURS

there is NO GEAR in the ORANGE car
the OWL flew along the LEY line which was painted YELLOW
REG, from the N.E., looked ill and had turned GREEN
I saw the INDI car GO past as a streak of INDIGO
we LOVE IT, that shade of VIOLET
REG drinks GIN with his GINGER ale
the colour of the CAP HE bought was a horrible PEACH!
he bought a MELON in mistake for a LEMON

CREATURES

the BAR of the trap BIT into the unfortunate RABBIT
I suggested that GERT stay away from the TIGER
the LAD used a ROPE to catch the LEOPARD
the RED BAG frightened the BADGER
the REST of the HAM was given to the HAMSTER
THIS ROC (bird) was not as large as an OSTRICH
i saw it FLUTTER BY, that BUTTERFLY
HEY, that GROUND is unsuitable for racing a GREYHOUND
the UPPER side of the ICON bore a picture of a PORCUPINE
THE PLANE was smaller than the ELEPHANT!
should SHE, OR shouldn’t she, buy a HORSE?
in the sea, he HAS his FIRST encounter with a STARFISH
EACH of THE lions ran more slowly than the CHEETAH
MORE MATS were needed in the cage containing the MARMOSET
we all had a GO AT catching the furtive GOAT
LIAM removed A nasty SPUR from the MARSUPIAL
oddly, a poacher shouts ‘I SCORE HORN’ when killing the RHINOCEROS
I TELL the PIPERS about the bat called the PIPISTRELLE
at first she was COOL but then she CRIED on seeing the CROCODILE
on the ATOLL, from behind A shipwrecked RIG, appeared an ALLIGATOR
the FIG fruits on the trees provided FARE for the GIRAFFE
RON smelt the GAS produced by the ORANGS!

and a pantomine reference to finish off with:
in the corner, ALL NICE and dressed in RED, sat CINDERELLA